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Let me explain to you about my favorite sport. My favorite sport is
basketball. I like basketball because
how they play one time. I have been
to a basketball game it was my first
time being at a real basketball game.
It was fun watching the game. I will
like to go to one again and I hope I
can take my friends and go to a basketball game again. Have you been to
a basketball game before?
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My favorite sport is basketball.
First of all, I like basketball because
we work together to win and to win
you have to make a lot of points.
Next, I like basketball because when
we are at practice we go against our
friends just for fun. Then we have a
game coming soon. Last, now it‛s the
game the moment we all been waiting
for. It‛s Thunder vs. Lightening the
Thunders lost and we won.
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My all time favorite sport is soccer.
It is my favorite sport because it is
fun. It keeps you healthy, and if you
have nothing to do you can play
soccer! First of all, soccer is fun. It
is fun because you have people to
play with, and you can just play and
have fun! You know it is not all fun
and games. On the other hand soccer
keeps you healthy by wasting your
energy and keeps you moving. Last
but not least soccer is something you
can do. Say if you were just watching
TV you can go outside and play
soccer! See if you were just watching TV you would not have anything

to do and you would be bored and
your friend would be bored too! See
soccer is not boring and it would be
fun to play. Now you know why
soccer is my favorite sport. What is
your Favorite sport?
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I‛m going to tell you about my favorite sport it is soccer. The reason I
like soccer is because you can do a
lot of moves like collecting high balls
with the thigh, shooting with the
instep, and inside-of-the-foot-pass.
And, the other reason is you have to
use team work. The way you use team
work is you keep passing the ball to
your team mate. And, the final
reason is the trophy. The reason I
like the trophy we work hard to get
it and if we lost it, it doesn‛t matter
we tried hard. Now you know why
soccer is my favorite sport.
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Not only sports are fun and healthy
but they will teach you life lessons.
Here are some reasons why. First,
sports can teach you how to be a
team member and not be selfish.
When you play together the victory
is eminent. Second, playing sports
helps you deal with pressure in a productive way. For instance, if you are
taking a penalty kick in soccer in the
finals if you think positive you just
might make that goal. Last but most
definitely not least, sports help you
exercise your self control when
dealing with frustration. For example, your team mate misses a goal,
go encourage them to not give up and
try again. Sports can make a huge
positive impact in your life.
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QUIZ
1. Sports are fun and _________.
A. Healthy

B. Boring

C. Slow

2. What is Amber’s favorite sport?
A. Baseball

B. Football

C. Soccer

